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Abstract—Ternary Content Addressable Memory(TCAM)-
based multidimensional tables are widely used to implement
Access Control Lists (ACLs) for Internet packet classification
and filtering, and have also become attractive for constructing
the forwarding tables of Internet routers and the flow tables
of Openflow switches, where multiple fields are generally used
to match incoming packets. However, as such tables can grow
quickly as the Internet develops fast, and sometimes even expand
in size because of TCAMs limitation in storing rules with range
fields, it becomes imperative to compress these tables.

In this paper, we propose a fast and efficient approach to
multidimensional table compression. We divide the multidimen-
sional space iteratively to obtain a series of cells, and then
combine those cells that are associated with the same action.
Our approach applies to tables of any dimension, addresses the
range expansion problem, and provides efficient compression for
TCAM-based tables. The experiments show that our approach
has low computing cost in time, which is significant for the online
update of tables. On average, it reduces 23.0% entries of the
real-life ACLs, 25.8% to 55.1% of the generated two-dimension
tables, 55.1% of the generated ACLs, and 28.4% of the generated
Openflow flow tables.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the Internet has grown to be a worldwide complex
distributed system, a notable phenomenon is that many key
functionalities and services on the Internet depend on multidi-
mensional tables. Such tables are not only seen in traditional
functionalities such as packet classification, access control,
and load balancing, but also in newly proposed networking
architectures such as software-defined networking (SDN) [1]
and two-dimension routing [2].

A multidimensional table is a sequence of predefined rules,
where each rule consists of several key fields and one action
field, with the corresponding action to be performed on the
packets that match the key fields. For example, an access
control list (ACL) [3] can be a five-dimension table where the
key fields are the source IP prefix, the destination IP prefix,
the source port, the destination port and the protocol type, and
the action field indicates the access decision. A two-dimension
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routing table [2] can use source IP prefix and destination IP
prefix as its key fields, with its action field to indicate the next
hop for packet forwarding. The flow table of Openflow [4]
even introduces more than ten dimensions. Clearly, different
from a traditional routing table, which has only one key field
of destination IP prefix, a multidimensional table can enforce
more refined traffic control on the Internet.

A multidimensional table can be implemented using Ternary
Content Addressable Memories (TCAMs). TCAMs encode
prefix-specific rules with ternary state and support fast, parallel
packet lookup in the table. For example, most ACLs are
stored in TCAMs to achieve high-speed classification; Yang
et al. designed two-dimension routing with TCAMs [2]; and
Openflow entries are often installed in TCAMs as well [5].

However, multidimensional tables are faced with the prob-
lem of table explosion. As the number of Routing Information
Base(RIB) entries in backbone routers has reached 500,000
[6] by July 2013, which is still growing, multidimensional
tables based on such a routing table may have many more
entries. For example, a two-dimension routing table would
need the square of 500,000 entries in the worst case. On
the other hand, TCAMs have limited storage, and the chips
that support high-speed lookup are both expensive and highly
energy-consuming. Besides, TCAMs suffer from the problem
of range expansion problem. Because some fields of the
multidimensional table are specified as range, the number
of rules may increase severely when converting these rules
to prefix specified rules. It therefore has become a critical
problem to compress multidimensional tables for TCAMs. We
focus on this problem in this paper. When two tables have the
same action definition for each packet, they are equivalent.
Specifically, given a multidimensional table, we study how to
find an equivalent TCAM-compatible table with fewer entries.

There have been studies on compressing network tables
with specific number of dimensions. The optimal routing table
constructor (ORTC) [7] was proposed to compute the minimal
table in the one-dimension case. Suri et al. [8] proposed
an optimal compressing algorithm for special two-dimension
tables, but the general problem for compressing two-dimension
tables was proven to be NP-hard [9]. Many approaches have
also been developed for five-dimension ACL tables [10–13].ISBN 978-3-901882-68-5 c© 2015 IFIP



While all these algorithms are outstanding for their high
compression ratio, each of them is subject to one or more of
the following limitations: the algorithm is limited to specific
dimension table compression; the computing overhead is high;
and the range expansion problem still exits because we have
to convert the output with range specified fields to TCAM-
compatible format.

In this paper, we propose a fast and efficient approach called
Multidimensional Table Compression(MDTC) to translate a
big table into an equivalent and smaller one that can be
stored in TCAMs directly. We use a box to represent an entry
in the table and a multidimensional table is composed of a
set of boxes. As the value of each field has a range, the
table corresponds to a limited multidimensional space. MDTC
divides the space iteratively and gets a set of small boxes, then
combine the small boxes that have the same action.

Our approach has several significant benefits. Firstly, MDTC
addresses the range expansion problem well. After convert-
ing rules to prefix-specific rules, the table expands. MDTC
compresses the expanding table and produces a smaller one.
Our experiments show that MDTC always produces a smaller
one. On average, it reduces 23.0% entries of the real ACLs,
25.8% to 55.1% of generated two-dimension tables, 55.1%
of generated ACLs, and 28.4% of generated Openflow flow
tables. Second, it can be applied to any dimensional tables,
and has a good compression efficacy on ACLs, flow tables,
two-dimension routing tables. One can just use MDTC to
compress all different tables in the same router. Third, MDTC
compresses tables efficiently with a low computing cost.
Compared to Diplomat [13], one of the most outstanding
compression algorithms, the computing cost of MDTC is much
lower.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
is an overview of MDTC. MDTC is presented in detail in
Section III and IV. We evaluate the performance of MDTC
with simulation in Section V. In Section VI, we further discuss
the issues of lookup and updates. Section VII and VIII are the
related work and conclusion, respectively.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT OF MDTC
A. Geometric Description of Table

A multidimensional table is essentially a list of entries with
several columns, which is not so intuitive to do further work
of compression. We thus interpret a multidimensional table
using a multidimensional space where there are many boxes
corresponding to the table entries, with each box defined by
the fields of an entry and labeled with a corresponding action.
If necessary, other information will be added to the box, like
priority.

Specifically, a box of two-dimension table is a rectangle.
Assuming in a coordinate system, horizontal ordinate and
vertical ordinate denote the source address and destination
address respectively, and (∗, ∗) means the whole space. A
(sourceaddress, destinationaddress) pair corresponds to a
point and a (Ps, Pd) pair corresponds to a rectangle, where
Ps and Pd are a source IP prefix and a destination IP prefix,

respectively. For example, an IPv4 two-dimension routing
table corresponds to a 232 × 232 plane, and in this plane,
(1∗, 0∗) stands for a rectangle whose horizontal ordinate
ranges from 128.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 and vertical ordinate
ranges from 0.0.0.0 to 127.255.255.255 (see illustration in
Fig.1). Absolutely, we can extend this geometric description
to any dimension table.
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Fig. 1. The gray rectangle is (1*, 0*). The action is labeled on it.
B. The Compression Problem

As each entry can be interpreted by a box, we can abstract
the multidimensional table compression problem as follows:
given a list of boxes labeled with actions, find an equivalent
list of boxes where the number of boxes is smallest. To define
the problem formally, denote D the multidimensional space
corresponding to the table, denote L the list of boxes which
are defined in the original table, and denote |L| the number
of boxes in L. Further denote Match(P,L) the function that
calculates the action that point P matches in L. For a L, we
may find out another L′ which satisfies: for each point P ∈ D,
Match(P,L′) = Match(P,L). We say that L is equal to L′.
We then can define the multidimensional table minimization
problem as follows:

Given L, find out Lmin among all of L′s which are all
equal to L, so that |Lmin| ≤ |L′|.
C. Overview of MDTC

As the optimal solution to the multidimensional table min-
imization problem is NP-hard [9], in this paper, we aim
at designing an algorithm that is appropriate and efficient
for multidimensional table aggregation and compresses the
original table into one as smaller as possible. First, it reduces
the size of multidimensional table sufficiently. Second, it is
fast to compress the table to make itself more practical. Third,
the operation on each packet remains the same as original
table according to the principle of equivalence: the router deals
with packets in the same way before and after compression.
Fourth, it is a general compression algorithm that can compress
arbitrary dimensional table in network devices.

(00*,*,1) (01*,*,1) (0*,*,1)

Fig. 2. Entry (00*, *, 1) and Entry (01*, *, 1) are left-right adjacent and can
be merged into one entry (0*, *, 1).

The basic idea of compaction is using a bigger box to cover
multiple smaller boxes with the same action. In multidimen-
sional space, we label a bigger area with prevalent action,



and reduce multiple specific areas with the same action. For
example, in two-dimension space, two adjacent areas that have
the same action can be merged into one, as shown in Fig.2. Our
algorithm contains two parts: dividing the multidimensional
space into a series of no-overlap small boxes and combining
the boxes that have the same action to achieve a small set of
boxes.

III. MDTC OUTLINE

A. Definition

We just consider the prefix-specific table in this paper,
and MDTC is also available to range-specific table when we
translate the range-specific fields into prefix-specific fields.
Here are some concepts that will be used in the rest of the
paper.

Definition 1. Related-box is the box corresponding to the
entry in the original table, which will not be changed. And it
can be presented as (prefix 1, prefix 2, ..., prefix n, action).
When the original table includes priority which is not pre-
sented as prefix, the priority information will be added to the
Related-box.

Definition 2. Space-box is used to describe the space covered
by a box, and can be divided into a series of small boxes. And
it can be presented as (prefix 1, prefix 2,..., prefix n), without
action compared to Related-box.

Definition 3. RBS is the shorthand of Related-boxes set,
which is an attribute of a point. RBS is a set of Related-boxes
which include the certain point. Generally speaking, one box
also has RBS - the union of Related-boxes that are intersected
with the specific box.

Definition 4. A cell is a box which meets two conditions
as follows: (1) the points in the same cell have the same
RBS; (2) each cell has no intersection with others. Because
of the second condition, the points in the same cell have the
same action that is decided by the match principle of different
scenarios, like priority in packet classification.

Fig.3 is an example for these concepts. Rectangle (10*, *,
2) is a Related-box that corresponds to the fourth entry in
the table. The square (*, *) is a Space-box, which is covered
by all the Related-boxes. The RBS of (*, *) is {(0*, 1*,
1), (*, 01*, 1), (0*, 00*, 1), (10*, *, 2), (11*, 1*, 2), (11*,
00*, 2)}, which has a brief expression of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
when we give each entry (or Related-box) an index. In the
third graph, rectangle (10*, 01*) is a cell with a RBS of {2,
4}. According to the destination-first Longest Prefix Match
principle in two dimensional routing, we select the action of
1 for the cell. However, notice that the size of cells varies
and what is important is that the points in the same cell must
have the same action. As to packet classification, we select
the proper action based on priority.
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Fig. 3. A table is interpreted as rectangles and rectangle (*,01*) and (10*,*)
overlap. The multidimensional space is divided into a series of cells.

B. A Compression Example

The input of our algorithm is a multidimensional table that
is represented as a set of Related-boxes. The multidimensional
space is defined according to the certain scenario. For example,
the multidimensional space of a five-dimension ACL in Ipv4
with five fields is [0, 232 − 1] × [0, 232 − 1] × [0, 216 − 1] ×
[0, 216− 1]× [0, 28− 1]; these ranges correspond to source IP,
destination IP, source port, destination port and protocol type
respectively. And all the boxes are included in the space. As
we look forward to reducing the entries, we want to replace
the original set with another smaller set of boxes without
changing the behavior of router. In short, MDTC contains two
parts: converting multidimensional space into cells and then
combining cells that have the same action.

We show a simple compression example on a two-
dimension routing table in Fig.4. The upper are the input and
the output. The nether is the process of MDTC algorithm.
The gray part means that there are more than one rectangle
covering the area. The first set of rectangles correspond to the
original table directly, and the first rectangle is overlapped by
the following three rectangles; the second set of rectangles
are all cells after dividing; The third set is the result of
combination with only two rectangles.
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Fig. 4. Apply MDTC to a two-dimension routing table compression.

C. Dividing Multidimensional Space into Cells

Our algorithm starts with a multidimensional Space-box that
contains all the Related-boxes in the original table and then
divides it into a series of cells. These cells cover the space
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Fig. 5. Choose the dimension cutting by which has the smallest NOC. The
upper chooses destination dimension firstly and needs two more cuts on source
dimension. As a result, the cutting produces four cells. Meanwhile, the nether
chooses the source dimension firstly and just divides the rectangle into two
cells.

totally and keep the original action of each point. Given a
Space-box, if it is a cell, we select a proper action from its
RBS for it; otherwise, we choose a proper dimension to divide
the Space-box evenly and obtain two Space-boxes to replace
the divided one.

It is a challenge to choose a proper dimension to divide a
Space-box into two equal-size smaller ones. When dividing,
we take two principles into account: providing high oppor-
tunity for combining, because the combination reduces the
entries finally; obtaining a set of cells as small as possible,
because we merge the cells eventually and the computing
overhead depends on the number of cells. According to the
two principles, we propose two heuristic ideas to help the
selection.

We observe that dividing a Space-box may cut its Related-
boxes. The first idea is to take the number of cuts on the
Related-boxes in RBS of the Space-box into account. We call
the number as NOC, which is the acronym of number of cuts
on the Related-boxes. When we divide the Space-box, we may
cut several Related-boxes in the RBS, because the Related-
boxes differ from each other in size and cover various part
of the Space-box. And cutting by different dimensions may
have different number of cuts. Intuitively, we prefer to cut in
the dimension dividing by which results in the fewest cuts,
for we are going to compact the cells at last and expect the
number of cells to be smaller. Fig.5 is an example. Space-
box (*, *) has two Related-boxes, (0*, *, 1) and (1*, *, 2).
In this case, if we choose destination dimension then both of
the two Related-boxes will be cut, and we need more cuts on
the source dimension for both smaller Space-boxes to achieve
cells; if we choose source dimension, neither Related-box will
be cut, and we achieve two cells after one cut. As a result, the
better choice generates only two cells while the other choice
results in four cells.

Also, we observe each dimension may have different num-
ber of various prefixes, which has effect on the result. Here,
we use NUP to denote the number of unique prefixes in the
RBS of Space-box for certain dimension. The second idea
is to take NUP into account when more than one dimension
have the minimum cuts. If we do not divide the Space-box
by the dimension with fewest unique elements in the earlier
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Fig. 6. The number of unique prefixes in source dimension is one while
four in destination dimension. If we prefer to divide (0*, *) by destination
dimension firstly, we get 8 cells finally, as shown in the upper; if we divide
(0*, *) by source dimension firstly, then the number of cells decreases to 5,
as shown in the nether.

period, we will divide many smaller Space-boxes by that
dimension respectively and obtain a bigger set of cells. As
shown in Fig.6, Space-box (0*, *) has four Related-boxes, and
source dimension has only one unique prefix of {00*} while
destination dimension has four unique prefixes of {00*, 01*,
10*, 11*}. If we firstly divide (0*, *) by source dimension,
we get two small Space-boxes of (00*, *) and (01*, *). As
(01*, *) is a cell, we do not need to divide it and we finally
convert (0*, *) to 5 cells. If we divide (0*, *) by destination
dimension firstly, we get two Space-boxes of (0*, 1*) and (0*,
0*), and neither of them is cell. Then, we have to divide both
Space-boxes iteratively. As a result, we get 8 cells. So if we
choose the dimension with smaller number of unique prefixes
firstly, the set of cells will be smaller.

After a sequence division on the Space-box, we obtain a
set of cells and these cells are labeled with action. Each cell
may match several entries and the action selection depends
on the specific scenario. In two-dimension routing, we use a
similar Longest Prefix Match strategy to make the decision,
which is described in detail in [2]. In packet classification and
Openflow, we select the action of entry that has the highest
priority. Obviously, we never change the action of each point
in the multidimensional space.

D. Combing the Cells

After the multidimensional space is divided into cells, we
combine the cells to obtain a smaller set of boxes in two ways.
One of them is to merge two adjacent cells that have the same
action into one, like Fig.2. The other way is to use a big box
to cover most cells and use few small boxes to cover the area
whose action is different from the big box. In the combination
procedure, we calculate the action that occurs most frequently
in the certain area; combine the cells that are labeled with the
action; reserve the cells that have different actions or combine
these cells iteratively. In Fig.4, the area of (1*, *) is covered



by three cells that are labeled with the same action of 2, and
we can combine these cells into one rectangle of (1*, *, 2).

IV. MDTC ALGORITHMS

A. Binary Tree Based Implementation

In order to implement the MDTC, we need a proper data
structure. We use the binary tree to complete the algorithm.
Each intermediate node corresponds to a Space-box; each leaf
corresponds to a cell and is labeled with action; the edge
between two nodes is labeled with the dividing information,
and the path from the root to current node is the prefix
expression of the corresponding Space-box. Besides, we add
a RBS for each node in favor of the computation. In general,
a cell is equal to a leaf and a Space-box is equal to a node.

We implement the compression with two parts: dividing the
multidimensional space into a series of cells and combining
the cells.

B. Construction of Binary Tree

In the first part, we will create a binary tree top-down
and divide the multidimensional space into cells during the
procedure. In other words, the binary tree construction and
space division are proceeding concurrently. The second part
calculation is based on the binary tree. We will implement the
two parts respectively.

When dividing a Space-box, we take the two heuristic ideas
into account. During the division, the corresponding node will
add two child nodes and the Space-box is split into two areas.
Simultaneously, we calculate the RBS for two new nodes. Here
is the dividing procedure:

(1) At the beginning, we have a Space-box that has a
RBS containing all the Related-boxes in the original table and
corresponds to the root node. The value of each field of the
space is wildcard.

(2) Verify whether a node is a cell. As every node has a
RBS, we scan the Related-boxes in it. If each Related-box
contains the node completely, the node is a cell; else, it is not.

(3) If a node is not a cell, we calculate the NOC and NUP for
each node (or Space-box) with the favor of RBS, and choose
the proper dimension to make the division; else, we choose a
proper action for the leaf.

Fig.7 shows the dividing procedure of the Fig.4. The binary
tree begins with a root node of (*, *). The root contains all
the entries in the original table. In the first binary tree, we
divide the whole multidimensional space into two areas which
correspond to the two child nodes. NOC of source dimension
is 1 and NOC of destination dimension is 2, so we divide the
space by source dimension. During the division, we calculate
the RBS for the two new nodes and the elements of the RBS
are all inherited from the root. In the second binary tree, as the
node of (0*, *) satisfies the conditions of cell, we don’t split
the space and select action 1 for it. As the Space-box (1*, *) is
not a cell, we divide the area iteratively. We continue to divide
the Space-boxes that do not satisfy the conditions of cell. The
third binary tree is the final tree. Corresponding to the graphic,
the cells of all these leaves cover the whole multidimensional
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Fig. 8. Calculate the prevalent actions for each subtree from bottom to top.
At the beginning, each leaf has a set of prevalent actions and the prevalent
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sets of the child nodes each time to calculate the prevalent actions for their
father node.

space totally and every point is covered exactly by one cell,
as shown in Fig.4.

After the completeness of dividing, the action information
of each point is saved in leaves completely and it is not
necessary for the intermediate nodes to keep their own actions.
At the beginning of part two, the binary tree keeps the
multidimensional table information in its leaves totally; all the
nodes keep a RBS. And we use this binary tree as a baseline
binary tree, for the sub-sequent operations are all based on it,
like combination and update.

C. Combination

In the second part, MDTC travels from bottom to top in the
binary tree to calculate the prevalent actions of each subtree;
then, we select a proper action for each node from top to
bottom. The operation is similar to ORTC [7]. During the
calculation of prevalent actions, we consider two kinds of
nodes:

(1) If a node is a leaf, its action is the prevalent one of the
subtree rooted on it obviously.

(2) If a node is not a leaf, its prevalent actions are deter-
mined by its children. When the two children have the same
prevalent actions, the intersection is the prevalent actions set
of the subtree rooted in the node. Otherwise, the union is the
prevalent actions set.

Upon finishing the calculation, every subtree has a set of
prevalent actions, which are saved in the root of subtree. Fig.8
shows the prevalent actions calculation after division.

After the calculation of prevalent actions, the action of each
node is empty. And then MDTC moves down the tree, picking
up a proper action for each node. At the beginning, the root
picks one action from its prevalent actions set. Next we deal
with the nodes that have parent node. The node inherits an



action from its nearest ancestor, which has been visited, and
then compares it with its own prevalent actions set. If the
inherited action belongs to the set, then the node does not need
to save the action because packets destined to this node will
match the ancestor and will be delivered correctly; otherwise,
it chooses an action from its prevalent actions set. In this way,
the action information of some descendants are aggregated into
their ancestors.

In the example, after calculating the prevalent actions, the
root node is labeled with prevalent actions set {1,2}. MDTC
chooses action 1 for the root randomly. The action 1 belongs to
prevalent actions set {1} of the left child, so the left child node
does not save an action. However, action 1 is not a member
of {2}, so the right child picks an action from its prevalent
actions set and saves it. Fig.9 shows the top-bottom selection
procedure and results with two non-empty nodes.

D. Construction of Compacted Table

Finally, we convert the compacted tree to a table. MDTC
travels down the tree and records the path. When meeting a
node labeled with action, we write the path and the action in
the output table. After compression, every field is presented
by prefix, which means we can save the compressed table
in TCAM directly. Compared to range based compression
algorithms, which need to convert the ranges to prefixes
and are faced with the range expansion problem, MDTC
compresses TCAM-based table better.

E. Correctness and Packets Handling

There are two significant questions: how to deal with the
packets using the compacted table and how to guarantee the
correctness. Firstly, we need to know how the router works
with the compacted table. The output of our algorithm, the
compacted table, is a series of entries whose fields are all
defined as prefixes. We sum up all the prefix length of each
field as the length of the entry. These entries are stored
in TCAM. And the TCAM hardware compares the packet
head with all the entries in parallel and returns the entry
whose length is biggest, which is similar to FIB lookup.
Corresponding to geometric representation, we will choose the
smallest box to deal with the packet.

Then, let’s consider the correctness problem. We achieve a
set of cells firstly, and we select a proper action for each cell
according to the different principle in different tables. Namely,
we have guaranteed the correctness of each cell obtained.
Then we combine several cells into a big box in order to
reduce the number of entries. If all the points in the big box
have the same action, the combination won’t challenge the
correctness obviously; if some cells have different actions from
the big box, then we will keep these special cells and deal with
the packets that match these cells correctly. In this way, the
router deals with the packets in the same way before and after
compression.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Data Set

We conduct a series of experiments on real-life ACLs
and generated multidimensional tables, like flow tables of
Openflow, two-dimension tables and generated ACLs, and we
define the size of table as the number of the entries. (1) ACL.
We have 30 real-life ACLs from a real network (Because
of the Dual and Double-blind Submission policy, we do not
give the name of the network.). As many of them have fewer
than 100 rules and have similar results, we only show the
results of 8 ACLs whose size ranges from 20 to 1491. As it
is difficult to obtain large number of real-life ACLs, we use
Filter Set Generator [3] to generate a series of ACLs whose
size ranges from 907 to 958. (2) Flow table. Based on the work
of [14], we use the Stanford topology to generate Openflow
flow tables whose size ranges from 2,063 to 38,804. (3) Two-
dimension routing table. We use the real-life IP prefixes to
generate two-dimension tables whose size ranges from 100 to
1,000,000. We obtain one-dimension BGP table in AS6447
and AS65000 from routeviews [15]. Then we use the table
to generate two-dimension routing tables. In short, we have
four experiment data sets: real-life ACLs, generated ACLs,
generated flow tables and generated two-dimension tables.

B. Metrics

In this section, we evaluate the performance of MDTC by
using the following three performance metrics: (1) Expansion
ratio: Expansion ratio =

Nf

N , where N denotes the number
of entries in the original table with range-specific fields and Nf

denotes the number of entries in the compacted table whose
fields are all presented by prefixes; (2) Compression ratio:
Compression ratio =

Np−Nf

Np
, where Np denotes the number

of entries in the original TCAM-compatible table and if the
original table has range-specific field we will convert the field
to prefix-specific field. (3) Time cost: the time to compress the
table.

We compare our algorithm with Redundancy Removal [16]
and Diplomat [13]. Redundancy Removal [16] is an excel-
lent compression algorithm for its fast calculating speed and
high compression ratio. Specially, Diplomat [13] and TCAM
Razor [11] have adopted Redundancy Removal as part of
their algorithm, and Redundancy Removal makes a significant
improvement for them. So we believe it is meaningful to im-
plement Redundancy Removal and compare our algorithm to
it. As Diplomat is the latest algorithm for compression, which
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Fig. 10. The compression ratio of MDTC and Redundancy Removal.
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Fig. 13. The computing time cost of MDTC, Redundancy Removal
and Diplomat for generated ACLs.

is outstanding for high compression ratio, we also compare
our algorithm with its two versions: Diplomat-withRR and
Diplomat-withoutRR, where Diplomat-withRR denotes the
version of Diplomat with Redundancy Removal improvement
and Diplomat-withoutRR is opposite. And Diplomat-withRR
and Diplomat-withoutRR can be called Diplomat generally.
We compare the output of these three algorithms with TCAM-
compatible format.

The three algorithms have been implemented to compress
the real-life ACLs, generated ACLs and generated flow tables.
As the two-dimension routing table has a different matching
scheme from ACLs, which is close to Longest Prefix Match,
we do not use Redundancy Removal or Diplomat to com-
press them. Because Redundancy Removal and Diplomat are
designed to compress ACLs.

C. Results

Compression Ratio. Fig.10 shows the results on generated
ACls. The figure only shows the result of MDTC and Re-
dundancy Removal. Though Diplomat compresses the table
efficiently with range-specific format, the number of rules
increases when we convert the output to prefix-specific format.
As a result, the compression ratio of Diplomat is negative.
MDTC has a compression ratio mean of 55.1%; Redundancy
Removal has a compression ratio 37.6% averagely. MDTC
has improved the compression ratio by 46.7% compared to
Redundancy Removal. Fig.11 is the compression result on
flow tables. We can see that MDTC reduces the tables by
24.2% at least and the compression ratio mean is 28.4%.

ACL # of rules MDTC Redundancy 
Removal

Diplomat-
withRR

Diplomat-
withoutRR

ACL1 19 6 19 8 8

ACL2 39 37 39 37 37

ACL3 42 19 42 20 20

ACL4 52 52 52 52 52

ACL5 175 167 175 350 162

ACL6 663 515 663 - -

ACL7 942 881 941 - -

ACL8 1491 1363 1480 - -

Fig. 14. The number of rules in real-life ACLs and the compacted ACLs.

On the contrary, Redundancy Removal and Diplomat almost
do not reduce the table. Fig.14 shows the result of real-life
ACLs. As it takes too much time for Diplomat to compress the
ACL6, ACL7 and ACL8, we don’t take these three results into
account. For the real-life ACLs, MDTC obtains the smallest
table compared to other algorithms. We also apply MDTC to
two-dimension table compression and have a promising result
that the compression ratio ranges from 25.82% to 55.10%.
In summary, MDTC is able to compress any-dimension table
efficiently.

Expansion ratio. ACLs have the problem of range expan-
sion when we convert range rules to prefix rules for TCAMs.
We calculate the expansion ratio mainly on the generated ACls,
because the source port field and the destination port field are
both range specified in the generated ACLs. Except for the
three algorithms, we also calculate the expansion ratio when
we change the range specified rules into prefix rules directly,



MDTC(ms) RR(ms) Diplomat(ms)

1 1 4,109

4 3 1,127,523

1 2 11,000

6 5 14,496,829

27 14 36,051,712

53 118 -

142 554 -

350 1187 -
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Fig. 15. The time to compress ACLs.

shown as Direct in Fig.12. As shown in Fig.12, MDTC has the
smallest expansion ratio mean of 0.62, which really decreases
the original table; the Redundancy Removal gets the second
smallest expansion ratio mean of 0.86; the Direct expansion
ratio is 1.39 averagely. Though the Diplomat can compress the
table into range specified table sufficiently, when we convert
the output to prefix specified table the result expands greatly.
We can learn from the Fig.12 that Diplomat-withRR gets the
highest expansion ratio of 5.3 averagely. By comparison, we
can conclude that MDTC reduces the table indeed for TCAMs.

Computing time. We calculate the computing time for real-
life ACLs, generated ACLs and flow tables. As shown in
Fig.15, MDTC spends several milliseconds to compress the
small table and even uses less than one second to compress
the largest ACLs with 1,491 rules. MDTC has a faster speed
than Redundancy Removal when the size of table is more
than 175. Diplomat has an enormous overhead in computing
time and it even takes several hours for Diplomat to finish
the compression. As shown in Fig.13, we find that MDTC
and Redundancy Removal almost have the same computing
speed to compress the generated ACLs and Diplomat still
costs too much in computing time. We have also compared
the time cost for flow tables, and acquire a similar result.
In consequence, MDTC is fastest to compress the real-life
ACLs, and is as quick as Redundancy Removal to compress
the generated ACLs and flow tables. Compared to Diplomat,
the time overhead of MDTC is very low.

In conclusion, MDTC compresses any-dimension TCAM-
based tables efficiently with low cost in computing time.
Specially, MDTC has an improvement of compression ratio
for the generated ACLs by 46.7% compared to Redundancy
Removal. Though Diplomat has excellent result of range
specified compacted tables, the table expands when the range
specified rules are converted to prefix specified rules according
to the range expansion problem. So, we think that MDTC
is the most appropriate algorithm for TCAM-based tables
compression.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Lookup schemes

There are two types of lookup schemes: hardware-based
and software-based. The compacted table, the result of our
algorithm, is coded in ternary format and is available to
TCAM lookup. On the other hand, the compacted binary
tree, the intermediate product of our algorithm, provides an
alternative software-based lookup scheme. When one packet

arrives, router checks the information of packet head along the
binary tree.

B. Updates

Multidimensional table is not invariable. There are three
kinds of update: inserting new entries, modifying existing
entries and deleting existing entries. In fact, we keep the
baseline tree in memory preparing for the update and the
baseline binary tree saves the table information in its leaves
by the attribute of invisible-action. According to the principle
of the longest prefix match, we guarantee the correctness by
remaining the correctness for each cell. Generally speaking,
at first, we look for the related leaves; then, we deal with the
leaves and the subtree that contains these leaves further.

Insertion. When a new entry is inserted in the table, the box
that the new entry defines must already has been set with one
or more actions (different parts of the box may have different
actions). We complete the insertion by two steps: finding out
the related leaves (or cells) and amending the compacted tree.

The space the new box covers may have been split into
several cells. To find these cells, we traverse the binary tree
from top to bottom. After seeking out the related cells, we add
the new entry to the RBS of each related cell. Then for each
cell, we consider whether the box of the new entry covers the
cell totally. If the box covers the cell totally, then the cell is
still a cell. Then we check whether the action of the new entry
is the same to the invisible-action. If they are the same, then
nothing needs to be done; otherwise, we choose a proper action
from the updated RBS. If the invisible-action is changed, we
have to set the action for the cell no matter if it is labeled
with an action originally. On the other hand, if the box only
covers the cell partially, then the cell is not a cell any more
and we need to split it into a series of cells while the old cell
becomes a pre-cell. For the new cells that are related to the
new entry, we use the same method as the first circumstance;
and for the other new cells that have no relation to the new
entry, we just set an invisible-action for them and copy the
RBS from the pre-cell to them excepting the new entry.

Modification and Deletion. Similar to insertion, the first
step is to find out the influenced leaves and then handle these
leaves further. For the modification, we only need to check
if the action of the modified entry is chosen for the leaves.
If it is chosen, then we change the invisible-action and save
the action for the leaves; otherwise, we do not need to do
any modification for the leaves. For the deletion, we travel
down the tree and find out the nodes whose RBS contains the
deleted entry. Then, we remove the deleted entry from the RBS
of those nodes, including intermediate nodes and leaves. For
the affected leaf, if the deleted entry is chosen, then we select
a proper action from its RBS and amend its invisible-action;
otherwise, we need no more operation.

VII. RELATED WORK

One-dimension compression algorithms. ORTC[7], the
most efficient compressing algorithm for FIB, contains three
passes: normalizing the binary tree top-down, calculating the



prevalent next hops in each level from bottom to top and
selecting a proper next hop for each node from top to bottom.
Then, a series of methods have been proposed to deal with
updates or give incremental algorithms in[17–19].

Two-dimension compression algorithms. Suri et al. inter-
preted the two-dimension routing table with rectangles and
exploit dynamic programming to compress the rectangles in
[8]. Yang et al. have proposed a method that compresses source
and destination dimension respectively, and then compacts the
forwarding table [2].

ACL compression algorithms . Liu and Gouda proposed
the first algorithm to shrink ACLs by eliminating the redun-
dancy rule [16]. In [16], the authors take both the upward
redundant rules and downward redundant rules into account
and remove them. And in 2008 Liu et al. find a more efficient
redundant rule removal algorithm [10]. Dong et al. proposed
a reduction scheme for range expansion by converting ranges
to prefixes [12]. Meiners et al. applied the one-dimension
compression algorithm to each fields in packet classifier, and
combined all the solutions to obtain a smaller equivalent
packet classifier [11]. Daly et al. proposed a difference solution
called Diplomat by transforming higher dimensional target
patterns into lower dimensional patterns [13]. Besides, Liu
proposed a BCAM based compression method [20] which
makes use of BCAM to store the classifiers reducing the
CAM bits. Recently,Kogan et al. proposed a hybrid software
and TCAM-based approach to balance the memory space and
lookup time in [21].

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have designed a general compression algorithm for
TCAM-based multidimensional tables. We first propose
MDTC, which constructs a binary tree by dividing boxes into
cells iteratively, and then combines cells to obtain a smaller
table. Then we conduct a series of experiments to validate the
proposed algorithms.

MDTC has four significant contributions. Firstly, MDTC
addresses the range expansion problem well for TCAM-based
ACLs. Second, MDTC is available to any dimensional tables.
It’s significant for a router to apply the same compression
algorithm to different tables in it, like FIB and ACLs. Third,
MDTC compacts the table efficiently. MDTC has improved
the compression ratio by 46.7% compared to Redundancy
Removal for generated ACLs. Last but not least, MDTC
completes compression with a low cost of computing time.
The low cost impairs the demand on devices and is meaningful
for the dynamic systems.

Though MDTC has the advantages as mentioned above, it
also has some limitations. The compression effect depends on
the input, as we can see from the experiments that compression
ratio on different data sets varies. Besides, when update comes
we may create new entries, so the table grows as more and
more updates occur. We will study on the two limitations in
the future and continue to complete MDTC.
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